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About This Content

Return to Antaloor in a brand-new, three-map multiplayer adventure that bridges the events of "Two Worlds II" and
"Call of the Tenebrae"!

Even in the darkness that has enshrouded Antaloor, old friendships burn brightly! When Doctor Lavarius, your old friend from
Veneficus University in New Ashos sends you an unexpected letter asking for help, you quickly rush to his aid... and the riches

that usually follow his schemes!

It seems that the good Doctor has learned of some curiously abandoned structures located deep in the forgotten Eastern Regions.
Local legends claim that they were built by the Tenebrae, the cursed order of vile monks who once mercilessly ruled Antaloor

with an iron fist.
The legends also say that no human has entered these structures since the Order perished centuries ago... and that a great source

of ancient evil still exists deep in their depths, located in an underground lair!
But those are just legends! No one truly believes those childish tales! Besides, the stories were likely created to scare off
intrepid explorers looking to uncover the priceless Tenebrae artifacts and secrets. Perhaps there are even lost Tenebrae

technologies down there, worth more than a mine full of gold!
Come to think of it, you’d better hurry; the University has more leaks than a rotten boat and there’s no telling how many

cutthroats and treasure hunters have already heard about the doctor’s discovery. If you want the treasures within, you must make
haste before the rabble beats you to them.

As you enter the first dungeon, the giant stone gate slams shut behind you. You are met with only silence. And yet…it seems as
if the darkness is not empty.

Slowly, the sounds of claws on stone and guttural moans reach your ears…and they’re coming closer.
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You fire your torch and unsheathe your blade- it appears that there’s more to the legends than you thought. A grin touches your
lips. Let them come!

FEATURES

A multiplayer adventure with a complete storyline spanning three maps: "The Forbidden Mines", "The Begrimed
Grotto", and "The Ancient Temple"

Each map contains the main quest chain in addition to a host of optional side-quests

All new magic cards! Summon the lethal Tribal Rats, the helpful Marshland Motharks, and the predatory Irenite Ants to
assist you in combat

New Tenebrae altars wait to be discovered, aiding your quest by restoring your health and mana

Over 300 newly added and enhanced items for all classes, including clothing and weaponry, from coats to armor, for
both male and female warriors

Fully upgradeable Irenite swords

Updated weapon appearances with all new looks and visual effects

Over 20 new paint pigments to color and customize your equipment, from earthy tones to bright, colorful pastels

Enemy markers have been reprogrammed and revamped to improve enemy spawning

New chests scattered randomly throughout the adventure contain mighty power crystals

Maps are packed with enemies, including bloodthirsty mercenaries, possessed cultists, freakish Irenite mutants, cursed
spirits, crafty criminals, and the deadly "Dawgs", a vile offshoot of the Varn tribe

All non-quest equipment from "Two Worlds II", "Pirates of the Flying Fortress" and "Call of the Tenebrae" is now
available randomly in shops and chests.

Monster packs have been upgraded and enhanced up to level 300 for increased difficulty, providing a stiff challenge for
even the mightiest warrior

A new musical score composed specifically for this Multiplayer adventure

Enemies now have access to all weapons, ramping up the challenge and making every area progressively more dangerous
with each replay
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two worlds 2 echoes of the dark past single player. two worlds 2 echoes of the dark past walkthrough. two worlds ii - echoes of
the dark past 2. two worlds ii echoes of the dark past. two worlds 2 echoes of the dark past key

A fun game. The locations felt a bit small at times, but entertaining characters and (appropriately for the genre) witty puzzles
made for a fun several hours of play.. I am not much of a reviewer for RPGs, but just wanted to say that I enjoy playing this
game. It's fun, and interesting in that I can play different characters.. Pro's:
 - High resolution\/video quality
 - Smooth\/high framerate
 - Audio is good (nothing special or unique just proper quality)

Cons:
 - Without Oculus Touch support this game is annoying to play.
 - You cannot walk\/move around freely. Fixed viewpoints only. Game only allows turning\/rotating up\/down\/left\/right and
zoom in\/out which makes you feel sick because the movement is unnatural.. Only one game mode, and limited to 4 players.
Anyone would be better off playing the game on Table Top Simulator.. useful to get if it's 75% off, yes you can buy the stuff in
game but having it to hand is alot better :)
maxed out lock picking saves time, as for the arrows well you can buy them or just pop bck to your base and pick them up from
there.. Meh, for 2$ not that bad. Removing those \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 trailers at the begining and end will
be a good idea for the developers.. This game is alot of fun to play. Each level feels like a different game with different
gameplay mechanics. It did feel kond of short but has alot of room for improvement. As long as the developer keeps working on
the game it will always keep me playing. Looking at the game, I think a level editor would be amazing and could really help
keep people in the game with nonstop levels from the community. Keep updating the game and I will keep playing it.
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Great game!!!!
It was on my wishlist for awhile and then it went on sale this week!!!!
Excellent matching game. The more you play the better you get!!
Nice graphics and runs smoothly.
A great thinking game on the puzzles!
The game includes different game play, modes and timed and untimed play.
For $1.79 it was a great deal!
I highly recommend this game! I wish I bought it sooner!
:-). As I said in the PotFF, such fine piece of soundtrack deserves a lossless format (FLAC), because it is in MP3 192 kb\/s.
Please, take note, dear Reality Pump \/ Topware!. i really enjoy this game but theres the glitch were there is no sound :(. In
Search of the Most Dangerous Town on the Internet
The review will be presented in a simplistic "Pros/Neutral/Cons" system
Pros
* Free
* Good background music
* Interesting topic
* Good production quality

Neutral
* Short (20 mins)
* Weird grainyness to the video (could be argued that it's a deliberate design choice)

Cons
* There's nothing that's boring, but there's nothing that's interesting either.
* Feels like an intro to a better documentary.
* People pretending like Romania has the best internet services in the world...
* Feels like the stories in the documentary are just fake boasts to look tough.
* No damn context to anything. It's just "Roman say dis! James say dat!"
* No joke, there was a man, claiming he worked for Anonymous. Like an employee or something! xD

Overall
5/10
So average that it's painful.. So far this is a great game. The story is interesting, the characters are great as well, the leveling \/
card system feels rewarding, and you get to choose your dungeon difficulty, per dungeon! Everything is just great and balanced.

The only thing I really don't like is how clunky the movement is; I'll be walking in one direction, come to a crossing and the
direction changes on the arrows, and I sometimes struggle to find the right arrow key that lets me move in the direction I want
.... Im a big fan of Bertram Fiddle! The story is interesting, the puns are unbeatable and the dialogues are funny. The interface is
the same like in the first part. I really like the style.

I had a few problems with bugs though, some of the hot spots didnt work and the audio during the dialogues was inconsistent.
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